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Japanese cuisine

Has Japanese cuisine
real reasons to be trendy?
Steve Kim
Oleg Levy
Sébastien Pilotte
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Japanese food has boomed out around the world, first with sushi-shops
everywhere, and now the Japanese-style dining has become a fascination for its
healthiness and balanced diet. Some writers even say it's the best healthy, antiaging food, thanks to its bases of soy and fish. JQR has met with three foreign
men of various backgrounds to see if their daily diet had really changed and how
Japanese food has affected their life since they have been living in Japan.
Photos / Susumu Nagao
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JQR: Japanese food has become

quality food everyday also developed

you grill it, it's ready in 4 minutes or

trendy around the world. Beyond

a new attraction for it and I realized

so, and it tastes good! I'm actually

sushis, people now try to introduce it

that it had a real effect on my body. I

trying to make my own food and cook.

into their home-cooking. Having living

feel I have more energy, I eat less,

here for a while, has your daily diet

and lighter.

Seb: So you have become a cook

really change?

Back home in Canada, you go to a

make!

restaurant and the plate is huge. Here,

Oleg: I don't know if it is more the

because Japanese food is easy to

Seb: I can fully understand why

it's small. At first it's difficult to accept,

Japanese food has become a trend in

but once you get used to that you feel

life, I like the convenience of it. I find

the world. I have lived in different

better because you realize you don't

myself making my own food and I

countries in my life, such as Germany,

need to eat that much, as you don't

have never eaten so much rice as

Italy, USA, France and Canada, but

feel so heavy and tired all the time.

here! And also the deserts here are so

definitely the food here, by its

Oleg: In Israel, we have had sushi

good and you find such a variety of

presentation, its quality... is special.

restaurants for nearly 15 years.

them. So to me, the biggest difference

It's beautiful, it's light, and for me who

Steve: In the US we have grown up

is that I can live on my own food.

as done sports in my whole life, I can

with the instant Ramen and the trend

stop anywhere at a convenience store

kind of evolved into sushis. But it is so

Steve: In the US I was used to eat

and I can find good food, which is

much not the same experience as the

it's just there and you get big portions,

something you don't find in any other

real stuff in Japan.

it's inexpensive, but it's also very high

country!

All: That is so right! It is so different!

it salt and sugar. So for me, what I

For me it had a big influence on the

Oleg: I cannot cook at all, so I am

found here is that I've been forced to

way I used to eat: heavier food, a lot

used to only go out and eat in

develop a sense for other things. In

of meat... and now I eat less, I have

restaurants all the time. But here it's

the US the average size for soda is

learned to eat a little bit of rice and

much easier. You just go to the

32onces (〜1ℓ)and when I first came

fish everyday. Being exposed to good

supermarket and you buy fresh fish,

here you couldn’t find the big bottles.

2 011 December

Japanese food or the Japanese way of

so much fast food. It's so convenient,

Steve Kim

Korean-American, 43 years old, Banking Industry,
in Japan for 5 years

Oleg Levy

Sébastien Pilotte

Russian-Israeli, 33 years old, IT Specialist, in
Japan for 1 year

French-Canadian, 40 years old, Top Model, in
Japan for 4 years
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Japanese cuisine

everybody would think “Does

salt on your fish and vegetables. For

food as well. It always comes in small

not sure if it really matters because it

have overseas. It's very healthy, with

you enjoy the whole broth ! People

example if you cook in the US, say a

portions, beautifully arranged, so you

definitely tastes good. Even simple

whole grains, light, I really like soba.

add salt, pepper and all sorts of

salad, you would put so much dressing

become very positive and appreciate

places like “Yoshinoya*,” where it is

Finding them abroad is very difficult,

ingredients into it and they just ruin

all over it you couldn't even see

eating, you'll eat more slowly, you'll

really cheap and still, it is not as nasty

even in New York. There is definitely

the true experience of it !

anything of it! As here you just pour a

enjoy with your eyes, with your mouth.

as it would have been in a fast food

a big difference in having them fresh

Oleg: Oden is something that I have

little soy on top of your vegetables, as

All this I believe will have an impact

restaurant abroad. It's nice to always

versus dried, just the same way as

never seen in other countries. A little

in the fish you don't put much of stuff

on you and on the long term into your

have something good.

pasta! It's something you can only

in China, but it was very different. It is

into it, you can enjoy just the taste of

body.

have in Japan, I'll never have this type

very seasonal, in the winter, and it

it. It's all about the food experience.

Steve: I think it's true. In Kaiseki-

JQR: What would be the food that

of consistency in soba when I go back

tastes good ! It's definitely one type of

style*, they pace it very slow too. They

you think is not known overseas but

to the US.

food that would be promising

JQR: Do you eat Japanese style

bring all the little dishes one at the

you'd want to introduce the world to?

Seb: There is also yakiniku*, it would

overseas!

people would not go there, but the

everyday?

time, and when you come at the last

presentation is always neat, so it's

be very much appreciated in Quebec

everything tastes like that in Japan?
Then I'm never going to have
Japanese food in my life!” It is a whole
process of acquiring the tastes.
Seb: The food is of such good quality
that it inspires people to try when they
first come here, then they expand their
tastes.
Oleg: A few things look weird, and
taste is never strange, and the

three or four, you realize you are

Oleg: Natto*! I really like it and they

(Canada) just as in the US, where

JQR: What would you never

All: Yes, mostly everyday.

already full and that's usually when

say it's very healthy and I'm sure

people love BBQs. Or even shabu-

recommend to foreign people?

pretty easy to try.

Seb: Everyday. Once in a while I go

the good stuff starts to come out ! In

people would very much like it too. I

shabu*!

for a steak, but I go less and less in

the US you would have a mountain of

discovered it when I came to Japan.

Steve: Shabu-shabu is not salty

Seb: I don't think that there is

JQR: What will you miss the most

that direction. If I eat a big steak, it

pasta, with a mountain of sauce. All

Seb: It took me years to get used to

enough for people. They don't

anything I would not recommend... or

tastes good, but I feel heavy for a

comes at once so quickly you can't

natto, but now I have some two or

understand the meaning of it, that you

maybe tororo* !!

while. It changes my mood also.

appreciate what you're eating.

three times a week for lunch. The way

are just making the final broth as you

Steve: The food is amazing, but you

Steve: I don't go for steaks anymore

Seb: Yes eating back home is

I eat it is very different too! I put fresh

go, with each piece of meat and

don't want people to have a bad

either.

something you do fast, and then it's

pepper on top! Japanese people are

vegetable, and that it is at the end,

experience about it. If you would just

Seb: Balance and combination of the

done. Here people talk, exchange,

surprised, but I tell them to try

when you put rice or noodles in it, that

export natto as a product and then

elements in your food is important. I

take the time to eat. When you are

because it's good! But in general, so

thing the Japanese have the secret in

involved in this you really enjoy it !

little of Japanese food is know abroad.

there. And the way they present the

Oleg: It definitely looks good, but I'm

Steve: I think soba* would be nice to

It's all about
the eating
experience

Food here
always tastes
good!

when you go back?
Seb: The whole food in general
Oleg: Yes it's going to be tough
Steve: The whole experience, the
quality
Oleg: And the convenience of it !

It's a
learning
process…
so healthy!

*Kaiseki-style food is traditional high-end full-course Japanese food, served one little dish at the time, each presented in a very refined manner, reflecting the season.
*Natto is fermented soy beans, usually mixed with soy sauce and mustard, and eaten on top of rice or in makis.
*Soba are buckwheat noodles, served hot or cold with a fish broth and various toppings.
*Yakiniku is Japanese-style BBQ, generally grilling small amounts of meat and a variety of vegetables.
*Shabu-shabu is a Japanese-style Fondue, in which the sliced meat and vegetables and quickly dipped in a few seconds at the time.
*Oden is a variety of small boiled items, varying from fish balls, eggs, tofu or vermicelli.
*Yoshinoya is a fast food restaurant chain that serve stirred beef and onions on top of rice.
*Tororo is a mousse obtained by grating a sort of yam called “Yama-imo.”
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